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Design principles never change. They serve as the
foundation of the designer's thought process and are the
essential tools that define a visual language. With
hundreds of fundamental principles for creating
successful design compositions, Design Elements: Form
& Space establishes a basis for visual organization
strategies and serves as a comprehensive manual for
graphic designers. Understanding how elements interact
in a layout is a critical step in stimulating visual thinking
and compositional decision-making, and this book
illustrates these principles in numerous diagrams,
drawings, and practical examples of application. You'll
also learn how conventional color harmonies effect form
and space and how to apply elements to images and
type to create balanced layouts. Gain a deeper aesthetic
understanding of form in the context of ordering space
with Design Elements: Form & Space.
Within every picture is a hidden language that conveys a
message, whether it is intended or not. This language is
based on the ways people perceive and process visual
information. By understanding visual language as the
interface between a graphic and a viewer, designers and
illustrators can learn to inform with accuracy and power.
In a time of unprecedented competition for audience
attention and with an increasing demand for complex
graphics, Visual Language for Designers explains how to
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achieve quick and effective communications. This book
presents ways to design for the strengths of our innate
mental capacities and to compensate for our cognitive
limitations. Visual Language for Designers includes:
—How to organize graphics for quick perception —How to
direct the eyes to essential information —How to use
visual shorthand for efficient communication —How to
make abstract ideas concrete —How to best express
visual complexity —How to charge a graphic with energy
and emotion
Playing with Color is a highly accessible, fun approach to
learning color application and principles. This hands-on
book begins with an introduction to the philosophy of
learning through the process of play. It then leads to a
series of experimental design projects with an emphasis
on color, providing the reader with a â€œtoolkitâ€? of
ideas and skills. The awareness and sensitivity to form,
color, material and craft gained through these visual
experiments will increase the designerâ€™s confidence in
their personal and professional design work. This book
can be used in the classroom or independently, and
readers can go directly to exercises that appeal to them.
A comprehensive guide to graphic design and print.
Written by two highly experienced teachers in the field of
document design, Designing Visual Language, 2/e offers
useful strategies and tools for document design of all
types. A chief goal of the text is to enable students to
extend the rhetorical approach they employ in writing
and editing courses to the creation of various forms of
visual communication. The text focuses on the kinds of
situations and practical documents that occur in the
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workplace and blends this focus with a rhetorical
approach that ties design to the audience, purpose, and
context of messages.
This unique, comprehensive work will give students a
firm grasp of the theory and practice of communication
design. It will inspire them to look beyond aesthetic
concerns and develop an integrated, multidimensional
understanding of this everchanging field. Complete with
practical examples, case studies, and cutting-edge
research, this eloquent primer is a springboard to
integrated, contemporary communication design. Book
jacket.
'The Language of Graphic Design' provides graphic
design students and practitioners with an in-depth
understanding of the fundamental elements and
principles of their language, what they are, why they are
important and how to use them effectively.
The computer is in every design professional's studio
and in every design classroom, the primary tool for those
entering the field and for old hands alike.
Why attractive things work better and other crucial
insights into human-centered design Emotions are
inseparable from how we humans think, choose, and act.
In Emotional Design, cognitive scientist Don Norman
shows how the principles of human psychology apply to
the invention and design of new technologies and
products. In The Design of Everyday Things, Norman
made the definitive case for human-centered design,
showing that good design demanded that the user's
must take precedence over a designer's aesthetic if
anything, from light switches to airplanes, was going to
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work as the user needed. In this book, he takes his
thinking several steps farther, showing that successful
design must incorporate not just what users need, but
must address our minds by attending to our visceral
reactions, to our behavioral choices, and to the stories
we want the things in our lives to tell others about
ourselves. Good human-centered design isn't just about
making effective tools that are straightforward to use; it's
about making affective tools that mesh well with our
emotions and help us express our identities and support
our social lives. From roller coasters to robots, sports
cars to smart phones, attractive things work better.
Whether designer or consumer, user or inventor, this
book is the definitive guide to making Norman's insights
work for you.
The author illustrates how designers can utilize the tools
of rhetoric.
A guide to the practice of researching for graphic design
projects. It explains key theories; examines the
importance of audience, communication theory,
semiotics and semantics.
Within every picture is a hidden language that conveys a
message, whether it is intended or not. This language is
based on the ways people perceive and process visual
information. By understanding visual language as the
interface between a graphic and a viewer, designers and
illustrators can learn to inform with accuracy and power.
In a time of unprecedented competition for audience
attention and with an increasing demand for complex
graphics, Visual Language for Designers explains how to
achieve quick and effective communications. It presents
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ways to design for the strengths of our innate mental
capacities and to compensate for our cognitive
limitations. Includes: —How to organize graphics for quick
perception —How to direct the eyes to essential
information —How to use visual shorthand for efficient
communication —How to make abstract ideas concrete
—How to best express visual complexity —How to charge
a graphic with energy and emotion
This comprehensive resource for graphic designers will
help you merge traditional print design skills with new
technology to create imaginative, informative, and useful
online experiences for clients and ultimately the end
users. The Graphic Designer’s Electronic-Media Manual
focuses on reigning in the specific skills and tools
necessary for creating design projects for the web and
beyond. You'll also find a rich collection of sound design
examples for the web from studios around the world.
Unlike other books on web and electronic media, this
book is not a technical manual, but a visual resource
packed with real-world examples of design for the web.
Where do design principles come from? Are they
abstract "rules" established by professionals or do they
have roots in human experience? And if we encounter
these visual phenomena in our everyday lives, how do
designers use them to attract our attention, orient our
behavior, and create compelling and memorable
communication that stands out among the thousands of
messages we confront each day? Today's work in visual
communication design shifts emphasis from simply
designing objects to designing experiences; to crafting
form that acknowledges cognitive and cultural influences
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on interpretation. In response, Meredith Davis and Jamer
Hunt provide a new slant on design basics from the
perspective of audiences and users. Chapters break
down our interactions with communication as a
sequence of meaningful episodes, each with related
visual concepts that shape the interpretive experience.
Explanatory illustrations and professional design
examples support definitions of visual concepts and
discussions of context. Work spans print, screen, and
environmental applications from around the world. This
introduction to visual communication design demystifies
the foundational concepts that underpin professional
design decisions and shape our experiences in a
complex visual world.
This pocket edition of the bestselling design reference
book contains 150 essential principles.
An unprecedented package that gives readers the
content of three important references by one of today's
most influential design writers. This is a master class in
the principles and practical fundamentals of design that
will appeal to a broad audience of graphic artists and
designers.
White Space Is Not Your Enemy is a practical graphic design
and layout guide that introduces concepts and practices
necessary for producing effective visual communication
across a variety of formats—from web to print. Sections on
Gestalt theory, color theory, and WET layout are expanded to
offer more in-depth content on those topics. This new edition
features new covering current trends in web design—Mobilefirst, UI/UX design, and web typography—and how they affect
a designer’s approach to a project. The entire book will
receive an update using new examples and images that show
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a more diverse set of graphics that go beyond print and web
and focus on tablet, mobile and advertising designs.
Do you need to design things, but have no background in
graphic design theory? Would you like to learn the main
graphic design principles and create visuals that effectively
communicate your message? If you lack a degree in art but
need to make social media posts and ads, business cards,
flyers, brochures, or any other visuals, buy this book and read
it. It won't substitute studying in a design school but will give
you a vocabulary of the basic design and composition
principles, color theory, and typography. This book will serve
as your starting point if you want to create eye-catching
visuals and never again make amateur mistakes. Read the
book "Graphic Design for Beginners" and you will learn how
to: use the main principles of professionally-looking designs
create a composition and use visual weight, balance, and
flow to emphasize your message recognize the difference
between the optical and geographic center and why the first
one is important use the science behind the good looking
color schemes combine typefaces and use contrast in a
sophisticated way use more than 20 FREE resources and
tools for creating your designs In short, after reading this
book you will know how to apply the same graphic design
principles every professional designer knows and uses.
Recommended especially for non-designers this book will
change the way you look at graphic designs around you. Get
it now!
A lot has happened in the world of digital design since the
first edition of this title was published, but one thing remains
true: There is an ever-growing number of people attempting
to design everything from newsletters to advertisements with
no formal training. This book is the one place they can turn to
find quick, non-intimidating, excellent design help from trusted
design instructor Robin Williams. This revised and expanded
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classic includes a new chapter on designing with type, more
quizzes and exercises, updated projects, and new visual and
typographic examples that give the book a fresh, modern
look. In The Non-Designer's Design Book, 4th Edition, Robin
turns her attention to the basic principles that govern good
design. Perfect for beginners, Robin boils great design into
four easy-to-master principles: contrast, repetition, alignment,
and proximity (C.R.A.P.!). Readers who follow her clearly
explained concepts will produce more sophisticated and
professional work immediately. Humor-infused, jargon-free
prose interspersed with design exercises, quizzes, and
illustrations make learning a snap–which is just what
audiences have come to expect from this bestselling author.
Imagine how much easier creating web and mobile
applications would be if you had a practical and concise,
hands-on guide to visual design. Visual Usability gets into the
nitty-gritty of applying visual design principles to complex
application design. You’ll learn how to avoid common
mistakes, make informed decisions about application design,
and elevate the ordinary. We’ll review three key principles
that affect application design – consistency, hierarchy, and
personality – and illustrate how to apply tools like typography,
color, and layout to digital application design. Whether you’re
a UI professional looking to fine-tune your skills, a developer
who cares about making applications beautiful and usable, or
someone entirely new to the design arena, Visual Usability is
your one-stop, practical guide to visual design. Discover the
principles and rules that underlie successful application
design Learn how to develop a rationale to support design
strategy and move teams forward Master the visual design
toolkit to increase user-friendliness and make complicated
processes feel straightforward for your product
Both a primer on visual language and a visual dictionary of
the fundamental aspects of graphic design, this text deals
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with every imaginable visual concept, making it an
indispensable reference for beginners and seasoned visual
thinkers alike.
This book takes readers on a journey of self-discovery,
revealing the channels of expression for all visual messages
across the design spectrum.
The Language of Graphic Design provides design students
and practitioners with an in-depth understanding of the
fundamental elements and principles of their language,
graphic design: what they are, why they are important, and
how to use them effectively. To communicate in a new
language, you first have to gain a complete understanding of
its fundamentals; the ABC’s of that language—definitions,
functions, and usage. This book provides provides just these
fundamentals for the language of graphic design, including
chapters on symmetry, asymmetry, tone, contrast, proportion,
and typography. Organized by the building blocks of the
graphic design language, this reference includes work by
some of the most successful and renowned practitioners from
around the world and explains how they have applied these
fundamental principles to their work. By examining both
student and professional work, this comprehensive handbook
is a more meaningful, memorable, and inspiring reference
tool for novice design students, as well as young designers
starting their careers.
An understanding of psychology—specifically the psychology
behind how users behave and interact with digital
interfaces—is perhaps the single most valuable nondesign skill
a designer can have. The most elegant design can fail if it
forces users to conform to the design rather than working
within the "blueprint" of how humans perceive and process
the world around them. This practical guide explains how you
can apply key principles in psychology to build products and
experiences that are more intuitive and human-centered.
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Author Jon Yablonski deconstructs familiar apps and
experiences to provide clear examples of how UX designers
can build experiences that adapt to how users perceive and
process digital interfaces. You’ll learn: How aesthetically
pleasing design creates positive responses The principles
from psychology most useful for designers How these
psychology principles relate to UX heuristics Predictive
models including Fitts’s law, Jakob’s law, and Hick’s law
Ethical implications of using psychology in design A
framework for applying these principles
Presents languages and notation systems of ID and the
integration of these technologies in education.
Defines page layout and design principles and explains how
to use space, color, and type to create dynamic-looking
documents and Web pages
In an age over-saturated with photographic imagery, Design
Principles for Photography demonstrates how design
awareness can add a new level of depth to your images. By
adapting and experimenting with the tried and tested
techniques used by graphic designers every day, you can
add dynamism and impact to your imagery, whatever the
style or genre - something that today's editors, curators and
publishers are all crying out for.The second edition includes
examples of unsuccessful compositions, annotated images
highlighting key techniques and an expanded glossary.
There’s also a new section on movements in photography
and their reflection in composition, including modernism,
expressionism, and surrealism and interviews with
international practitioners discussing how they’ve included
design principles in their work. Featured topics: Basic design
theory; the use of space; positional decisions; the elements of
design; line; shape or form; space; texture; light; colour;
pattern; rhythm; contrast; scale and proportion; abstraction;
movement and flow; containment; emphasis and emotion;
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justaposition; incongruity; mood and emotion.
Understand the Significance of Symbols in Your Design Work
Our world is comprised of a handful of very simple patterns
that have been a part of human design since the beginning of
time and have eternal significance. Decoding Design reveals
how common symbols and shapes - like circles, squares and
triangles - resonate at a gut level and can lend greater
meaning to a design. By deconstructing famous logos and
other sample designs, you'll learn how to communicate
complex information quickly and intuitively with universal and
meaningful patterns. You'll also uncover how other
disciplines, such as philosophy, math, and physics, influence
great design and can help you present ideas in a holistic and
compelling manner. Whether you're a designer, student, or
marketing professional, Decoding Design will show you the
deeper meaning behind the symbols you encounter everyday,
and how to better use those symbols to create an impactful
relationship with the viewer.
Enhance learners' interest and understanding with visual
designfor instructional and information products No matter
what medium you use to deliver content, if the visualdesign
fails, the experience falls flat. Meaningful graphics and
acompelling visual design supercharge instruction, training,
andpresentations, but this isn't easy to accomplish. Now you
canconquer your design fears and knowledge gaps with
Visual DesignSolutions: a resource for learning professionals
seeking toraise the bar on their graphics and visual design
skills. Thisinformal and friendly book guides you through the
process andprinciples used by professional graphic
designers. It also presentscreative solutions and examples
that you can start using rightaway. Anyone who envisions,
designs, or creates instructional orinformational graphics will
benefit from the design strategies laidout in this
comprehensive resource. Written by Connie Malamed, an art
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educator and instructionaldesigner, this book will help you tap
into your creativity, designwith intention, and produce
polished work. Whereas most graphicdesign books focus on
logos, packaging, and brochures, VisualDesign Solutions
focuses on eLearning, presentations, andperformance
support. Visual Design Solutions includespractical guidelines
for making smart design choices, ways tocreate professionallooking products, and principles for successfulgraphics that
facilitate learning. Ideal for instructionaldesigners, trainers,
presenters, and professors who want to advancefrom
haphazard to intentional design, this book will help
themrealize their design potential. Gain the knowledge and
confidence to design impressive,effective visuals for learning
Increase learner comprehension and retention with
visualstrategies offered by an expert author Serves as a
reference and a resource, with a wealth of examplesfor
inspiration and ideas Addresses an intimidating topic in an
informal, friendlystyle In four parts, the book provides a
thorough overview of thedesign process and design
concepts; explores space, image, andtypography; and
presents workable solutions for your mostpersistent and
puzzling design problems. Get started and begincreating
captivating graphics for your learners.
Within every picture is a hidden language that conveys a
message, whether it is intended or not. This language is
based on the ways people perceive and process visual
information. By understanding visual language as the
interface between a graphic and a viewer, designers and
illustrators can learn to inform with accuracy and power. In a
time of unprecedented competition for audience attention and
with an increasing demand for complex graphics, Visual
Language for Designers explains how to achieve quick and
effective communications. New in paperback, this book
presents ways to design for the strengths of our innate mental
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capacities and to compensate for our cognitive limitations.
Visual Language for Designers includes: —How to organize
graphics for quick perception —How to direct the eyes to
essential information —How to use visual shorthand for
efficient communication —How to make abstract ideas
concrete —How to best express visual complexity —How to
charge a graphic with energy and emotion
Describes the basic principles of fashion design by looking at
the work of hundreds of designers and defining twenty-six
important terms in the fashion world, including line, symmetry,
texture, pattern, and motif.
Discusses the basic elements of composition, including dot,
line, texture, pattern, and space, and the principles for
composing elements on a flat service and in three
dimensions.

Secrets for quilting success are presented through a
variety of techniques, exercises, and insider tips to
inspire novice quilters and experienced textile artists
to make genuine works of art. Simplifying the basic
fundamentals of art and teaching the underlying
principles of the visual language, this guide explores
texture, shape, line, color, and value with examples
and hands-on exercises. Essential principles--such
as focal point, balance, repetition, scale, and
space--are paired with creativity exercises while
guest essays, guest artwork, and inspiring artwork
from the author allow readers t.
A cross-disciplinary reference of design. Pairs
common design concepts with examples that
illustrate them in practice.
A Visual Language is a practical introduction to the
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language of the visual arts, with a strong, innovative
methodology. This expanded second edition begins
with the basics of shape, composition and drawing,
and gradually moves on to explore more complex
arrangements, including abstract and
representational analysis and composition. Building
on the principles of visual language established in
their last book, the authors now explore threedimensional forms of increasing complexity. The final
chapter of the book is devoted to a selection of
sketchbook studies on ten international artists from
various different visual disciplines, from architects
and animators to painters and performance artists.
This section demonstrates practically the methods
presented earlier in the book, and helps visual artists
to develop skills and confidence in their artistic work.
Featuring a large number of new images, this book
is essential reading for any artist in any field,
regardless of their level, and is the only introduction
to the visual arts that a beginner should require.
Visual Language for DesignersPrinciples for
Creating Graphics that People UnderstandRockport
Pub
Enhance learners' interest and understanding with
visual design for instructional and information
products No matter what medium you use to deliver
content, if the visual design fails, the experience falls
flat. Meaningful graphics and a compelling visual
design supercharge instruction, training, and
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presentations, but this isn't easy to accomplish. Now
you can conquer your design fears and knowledge
gaps with Visual Design Solutions: a resource for
learning professionals seeking to raise the bar on
their graphics and visual design skills. This informal
and friendly book guides you through the process
and principles used by professional graphic
designers. It also presents creative solutions and
examples that you can start using right away.
Anyone who envisions, designs, or creates
instructional or informational graphics will benefit
from the design strategies laid out in this
comprehensive resource. Written by Connie
Malamed, an art educator and instructional designer,
this book will help you tap into your creativity, design
with intention, and produce polished work. Whereas
most graphic design books focus on logos,
packaging, and brochures, Visual Design Solutions
focuses on eLearning, presentations, and
performance support. Visual Design Solutions
includes practical guidelines for making smart design
choices, ways to create professional-looking
products, and principles for successful graphics that
facilitate learning. Ideal for instructional designers,
trainers, presenters, and professors who want to
advance from haphazard to intentional design, this
book will help them realize their design potential.
Gain the knowledge and confidence to design
impressive, effective visuals for learning Increase
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learner comprehension and retention with visual
strategies offered by an expert author Serves as a
reference and a resource, with a wealth of examples
for inspiration and ideas Addresses an intimidating
topic in an informal, friendly style In four parts, the
book provides a thorough overview of the design
process and design concepts; explores space,
image, and typography; and presents workable
solutions for your most persistent and puzzling
design problems. Get started and begin creating
captivating graphics for your learners.
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